CALL FOR PRESENTATIONS

Software Technology Exchange Workshop
LUND 13 -14 NOVEMBER 2019

PRESENT YOUR EXPERIENCE OR RESEARCH AT THIS YEAR’S
SOFTWARE CONFERENCE!
Swedsoft together with the co-hosts Lund University, Malmö University, Blekinge Institute of Technology,
Linnaeus University, Teknikföretagen, Saab, Starcounter, Addalot, Informator, ANTS and Business Region
Göteborg invites you to present and showcase results based on experience in industry or the public sector,
or from research projects, at the eighth annual Software Technology Exchange Workshop (STEW). This
year’s conference will be in Lund on November 13-14th.

STEW - General Information
The purpose of STEW is to encourage and promote cooperation between different industry sectors, between
academia/institutes and companies, and with the public sector. At STEW we want to make research and
project results visible and stimulate new cooperation in software technology.
Software Technology Exchange Workshop (STEW) is organized by Swedsoft to facilitate knowledge
exchange and dissemination of results from different forms of cooperation. STEW provides a forum for
researchers and industry representatives to meet and learn about recent, industry-relevant research and
experiences in the domain of software development. The conference also promotes networking among
academic and industrial attendees.

Areas of Interest and theme 2019
With this year’s theme Connected Society we welcome presentations from several perspectives. We seek
presentations from areas such as Software system safety, Security and resilience, IoT, Ecosystems, Cloud
computing, Edge computing, Maintenance, Continuous deployment, Data driven software development,
Surviving disconnection, Speed and quality, Open Source and many more.
We encourage presentations from different backgrounds and those that combine themes. We seek
perspectives such as technical presentations, methods, presentations from different domains and industries,
interesting ways to use technologies (please note – no product presentations will be accepted), different
areas such as organizational and more.
When presenting research it should be in a state when industry adoption is possible.

Important information
The setup of the program is available at https://www.swedsoft.se/event/stew-2019/. Presentations are
15 minutes followed by 10 minutes Q&A session. STEW does not have any copyright requirements. Hence,
presenting at STEW should not prevent the researchers from publishing the results at other conferences.
At least one researcher/company representative must attend the conference and present. We also
encourage you to team up with partners. Presentations with presenters teaming up from academia, public
sector, institutes and companies will be prioritized. Please note that we will only be able to offer one free
attendance per presentation and additional speakers will have to register as participants.

Important Dates
Presentation proposal deadline

April 12th, 2019

Submission of slides			

November 4th, 2019

Conference dates			

November 13-14th, 2019

Register your presentation proposal in this form: http://bit.ly/cfp-stew19
You will receive feedback on your proposal latest May 10th, 2019
If you have any questions please contact: stew@swedsoft.se
Information about last years conference - STEW 2018: swedsoft.se/event/stew-2018

Conference Organizers:
Gabriel Modéus, Swedsoft – project leader
Teresia Holmqvist, Swedsoft
Frida Andersson, Teknikföretagen
Jan Lundberg, Starcounter
Stefan Andersson, Saab
Annabella Loconsole, Malmö University
Jonas Wisbrant, Lund University

Martin Höst, Lund University
Diana Unander, Linnaeus University
Pelle Börjesson, Informator
Erik-Wilhelm Graef Behm, Business Region Göteborg
Deepika Badampudi, Blekinge Institute of Technology
Sophie Sundberg, ANTS
Nicolas Martin-Vivaldi, Addalot

Swedsoft gathers Swedish software in an independent non-profit organization with the mission to increase
the competitiveness of Swedish software. Our members are companies, academia and the public sector
in Sweden. Together we work to ensure that Sweden is world leading in the development of software and
software-intensive products, systems and services. Read more at

swedsoft.se

